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ANNOTATION
In this article there discussed procedural and tactical foundations of interrogation of

criminal proceedings participants by judge according to the Laws of the Republic of
Uzbekistan. In particular, there determined purpose and grounds for attracting a person
to participate in criminal proceedings,  specifics of using tactical techniques during
interrogation, influence of professional and psychological qualities of a judge on
formulation and statement of question, and requirements for processing the results of
interrogation. The author's methodology for preparation and conduct of interrogation, as
well as correct legal assessment of established circumstances are disclosed.
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ÀÍÍÎÒÀÖÈß
Óøáó ìà³îëàäà ¤çáåêèñòîí ³îíóí÷èëèãèãà ìóâîôè³ æèíîèé èøëàð á´éè÷à

ñóä æàðà¸íèäà èøòèðîê÷èëàðíèíã ñóäüÿ òîìîíèäàí ñ´ðî³ ³èëèøíèíã ïðîöåññóàë
âà òàêòèê àñîñëàðè ê´ðèá ÷è³èëãàí. Õóñóñàí, æèíîèé èøëàð á´éè÷à ñóä æàðà¸íèãà
øàõñíè æàëá ³èëèø ìà³ñàäè âà àñîñè, ñ´ðî³ âà³òè òàêòèê óñóëëàðíè ³´ëëàøíèíã
àµàìèÿòè, ñóäüÿíèíã ñàâîëëàðíè øàêëàíòèðèøäà âà òàðòèá á´éè÷à ³´éèøäà
ïðîôåññèîíàë âà ïñèõîëîãèê ôàçèëàòëàðè òàúñèðè, ñ´ðî³ íàòèæàëàðèíè
ðàñìèéëàøòèðèø òàëàáëàðè áåëãèëàíãàí. Ñ´ðî³³à òàé¸ðëàíèø âà ́ òêàçèøäà µàìäà
àíè³ëàíàäèãàí µîëàòëàðãà ò´²ðè µó³ó³èé áàµî áåðèøíè ìóàëëèô óñëóáè¸òè
¸ðèòèëãàí.

Êàëèò ñ´ç âà èáîðàëàð: æèíîèé èøëàð á´éè÷à ñóä æàðà¸íè, æèíîÿò ïðîöåññóàë
êîäåêñ, ïðîöåññ ñèøòèðîê÷èëàðè, ñ´ðî³, áà¸ííîìà, ñóäëàíóâ÷è, æàáðëàíóâ÷è,
ýêñïåðò, ãóâîµ, äàëèë, èø á´éè÷à µà³è³àòíè àíè³ëàø.
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ÖÅËÜ È ÎÑÎÁÅÍÍÎÑÒÈ ÌÅÒÎÄÎËÎÃÈÈ ÏÐÎÂÅÄÅÍÈß ÄÎÏÐÎÑÀ Â
ÓÃÎËÎÂÍÎÌ ÑÓÄÎÏÐÎÈÇÂÎÄÑÒÂÅ

ÀÍÍÎÒÀÖÈß
Â íàñòîÿùåé ñòàòüå ðàññìàòðèâàþòñÿ ïðîöåññóàëüíûå è îñíîâû òàêòèêè

ïðîâåäåíèÿ äîïðîñà ñóäü¸é ó÷àñòíèêîâ óãîëîâíîãî ñóäîïðîèçâîäñòâà ïî
çàêîíîäàòåëüñòâó Ðåñïóáëèêè Óçáåêèñòàí. Â ÷àñòíîñòè, îïðåäåëåíû öåëü è
îñíîâàíèÿ ïðèâëå÷åíèÿ ëèöà ê ó÷àñòèþ â óãîëîâíîì ñóäîïðîèçâîäñòâå,
îñîáåííîñòü ïðèìåíåíèÿ òàêòè÷åñêèõ ïðèåìîâ â õîäå äîïðîñà, âëèÿíèå
ïðîôåññèîíàëüíûõ è ïñèõîëîãè÷åñêèõ êà÷åñòâ ñóäüè íà ôîðìóëèðîâàíèå è
ïîñòàíîâêó âîïðîñîâ, òðåáîâàíèÿ ê îôîðìëåíèþ ðåçóëüòàòîâ äîïðîñà. Ðàñêðûòà
àâòîðñêàÿ ìåòîäîëîãèÿ ïîäãîòîâêè è ïðîâåäåíèÿ äîïðîñà, à òàêæå ïðàâèëüíàÿ
ïðàâîâàÿ îöåíêà óñòàíàâëèâàåìûõ îáñòîÿòåëüñòâ.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà è âûðàæåíèÿ: óãîëîâíîå ñóäîïðîèçâîäñòâî, óãîëîâíî-
ïðîöåññóàëüíûé êîäåêñ, ó÷àñòíèêè ïðîöåññà, äîïðîñ, ïðîòîêîë, ïîäñóäèìûé,
ïîòåðïåâøèé, ýêñïåðò, ñâèäåòåëü, äîêàçàòåëüñòâî, óñòàíîâëåíèå èñòèíû ïî äåëó.

The Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan contains norms that form separate
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institutions of law regulating fundamental rights, freedoms and duties of a person and
citizen [1]. In relation to the legal status of an individual in criminal court proceedings,
all citizens, entering into criminal procedural relations, on the basis of constitutional
status, have the same rights and freedoms and are equal before the law without distinction
of gender, race, nationality, language, religion, social origin, beliefs, personal and
social status [2]. The equality of citizens before the law and the court in the administration
of criminal justice is similarly reflected in Article 16 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
of the Republic of Uzbekistan [3]. Therefore, the implementation of the requirements
of the Constitution and the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Uzbekistan
regarding the observance of human and civil rights and freedoms in criminal process is
a guarantee of ensuring the rights and legitimate interests of the individual, which for
some reason or other is involved in the sphere of criminal procedure relations. The
specificity of criminal proceedings is in the fact that court activity established by law and
brought into the form of legal relations, content of which is consideration and resolution
of criminal cases. Accordingly, as it follows from procedural legislation, the legal status
of an individual in criminal court proceedings is characterized by the fact that it arises
in view of obligation of prosecutor, investigator and inquiry officer, within its competence
and gives the person one or other criminal procedural status, if they detect signs of
crimes and need to take all measures prescribed by law to establish the events of crime,
perpetrators of crime for their subsequent punishment [4]. This implies that the person
is involved in criminal proceedings by gaining publicity at the stages of inquiry and
preliminary investigation, therefore, determining the status of trial subject does not
largely depend on court. Along with this,  for  each trial participant the procedure for
attracting in criminal proceedings is determined by place and role, occurrence of event
related to crime and occurrence of criminal offenses.

Article 18 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Uzbekistan stipulates
that all state bodies and officials who are responsible for criminal proceedings have to
protect the rights and freedoms of citizens participating in criminal process. These
include judges whose actions in the event of deviation from the requirements of procedural
law, entail prosecution depending on nature and degree of public danger of committed
act. Besides, damage caused to a person as a result of violation of his rights and freedoms
in the proceedings is subject to compensation [5]. A citizen cannot enter into criminal
procedural relations on his own initiative based on given provisions of legislation.
Consequently, such initiative is given to officials who are responsible for criminal
proceedings. In this case, the entry into criminal procedural relations of people who
have independent and represented legal interest is carried out through procedure provided
by the Code of Criminal Procedure to attract one or  another  participant in criminal
proceedings [6]. Namely, if a person committed a crime and it was subsequently established,
an exhaustive list of reasons for restriction of rights which was given in Article 221 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Uzbekistan, then he is involved in
criminal case as a suspect, then as an accused and has become a defendant [7]. Whereas
the entry of victim, civil plaintiff, civil defendant, legal representative and representative
into criminal procedural relations is mediate. In cases if these people are involved by
court in the process than a determination is made [8]. At the same time, criminal
procedural status of a person who is involved in legal proceedings as a witness is determined
by calling this person to testify as a witness. According to Article 65 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, any person who may be aware of any circumstances to be established
in criminal case may be called as a witness to testify. However, it should be noted that
data provided by participants in the process cannot serve as evidence in case if they are
obtained from unknown source or from a source that cannot be established in course of
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criminal proceedings [9]. Therefore, it is becoming obvious that during interrogation of
each individual participant in criminal proceedings,  it is necessary to find out in what
conditions he received and perceived data or information and establish other circumstances
that seem insignificant at first sight, which may further affect the reliability of the
evidence.

Each participant of criminal proceedings has certain rights that are aimed at ensuring
that it fulfills procedural duties. A person can give objective and truthful evidence if his
right to testify is respected. Therefore, ensuring protection and guarantee of compliance
with this right of trial participants is the main responsibility of a judge.

In this regard, an important role is assigned to the competence of a judge, prior of
derivative of existing procedurally regulated procedure for conducting interrogation of
persons during the trial.

As B. Akramkhodjaev noted correctly, when he investigated legal status of victim at
stage of preliminary investigation, the process of conducting procedural or investigative
action should be divided into four stages, namely, preparatory, explanatory, law
enforcement and control and certification. He believed that lack of at least one of them
would give rise to infringement of the rights and legitimate victim's interests [10]. It is
difficult to disagree with the statement of scientist, and in our opinion, above-mentioned
algorithm is relevant to the present. In addition, we believe that it is applicable by
analogy,  inter  alia,  to the procedure for  conducting interrogation of all participants in
criminal proceedings.

Thus, it follows from the contents of Article 64 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
that persons responsible for proceedings are required to clarify the rights and ensure
possibility to exercise these rights to suspect, accused, defendant, as well as victim, civil
plaintiff, civil defendant and their representatives. At the same time, responsibilities
assigned to participants and consequences of not fulfilling them should be explained to
trial participants [11].

Word for word interpretation of stated norm from the court may cause reasonable
doubts and understanding the absence of legislative requirement regarding explanation
of rights and their provision in relation to witness at practice. According to Article 441
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, during the trial before interrogation begins, the
witness should swear an oath and be warned of responsibility for refusing to testify and
giving knowingly false testimonies [12]. From the point of view of theory, the existence
of such legal precedent gives rise to discrepancy in norms of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.

Along with this,  the use of legal ignorance of individual participants in legal proceedings
about their procedural status will not ensure successful consideration of criminal case
in court in any case. The result of it will be distortions in testimonies of interrogated
persons, which will lead to the loss of significant part of forensic information about the
crime committed and perpetrators, as well as affect the growth of unsolved crimes.

If we take as a foundation the structure of procedural action that is worthy of attention
developed by B. Akramkhodjaev  in relation to the procedure for  interrogating participants
in criminal proceedings, according to current Code of Criminal Procedure, preparatory
stage includes requirements that include determining the place of interrogation, procedure
for calling for interrogation, and ascertaining the identity of interrogated, in what
language is interrogated will give evidence, taking into account general rules during
interrogation of witness and victim, respect for the interests of close relatives of defendant
[13]. At the same time, in determining the identity of witness and victim, a judge must
pay attention to the requirements of Article 115 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,
which establish the circumstances in which it is impossible to interrogate participants
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in a trial.
The explanatory stage in interrogation is covered by requirements of Article 100 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure, which states that after ascertaining the identity of
interrogated the rights and obligations stipulated by this Code are explained to him [14].
An explanation of these rights and obligations is noted in the minutes of hearing [15].
The initiative of explanations of rights and obligations and designation of its forms is
showed by a judge, who can verbally announce the content of articles or provide trial
participants to read and familiarize themselves directly with the text of the Articles of
the Code of Criminal Procedure. An explanation of the rights and obligations is a number
of sequential actions of the court to provide legal information for  participants in legal
proceedings,  peculiarity of which is to comment the rights and obligations for  participants
to understand content of competence, its purpose and destination. A guarantee of observing
the indicated authorities by witness and victim in court hearing is their warning of
responsibility for violation of procedural obligations [16] set forth in Articles 230-241
of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan, with familiarization of the text of
these criminal law norms. The explanatory stage also involves informing the witness and
victim about inadmissibility of refusing to testify with reference to special circumstances
[17]. At the same time, a judge should find out whether unlawful actions against the
interrogated participant in proceedings were allowed by the persons responsible for
criminal proceedings [18]. In addition, if witness or victim is a minor, then he, including
his legal representative, adult close relative, teacher or representative of the victim,
should be warned that the interrogation can be carried out only with their consent,
taking into account the requirements stipulated by Article 121 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure of the Republic of Uzbekistan [19].

Legal stage associated with interrogation of participant in criminal proceedings
consists of observing general interrogation rules provided for in Articles 96-108 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure and procedure regulated by Article 442 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure by a judge. In particular, interrogation of each witness should be
carried out in absence of unsolicited witnesses. At the same time, interrogated witnesses
remain in courtroom and can leave it only with the permission of a judge. It is allowed
to interrogate a minor witness at determination of judge in absence of defendant, when
it is required to establish the truth in a case. The interrogation of defendant begins with
the proposal of a judge to testify about the circumstances of the case known to him. The
interrogation of victims, witnesses and experts begins in the same way. At any time
during the trial, a judge has the right to ask questions from interrogated person and other
participants who have already testified for  clarification and supplement.

Control and verification stage of interrogation ends with compilation of court session
minutes, the responsibility for conducting of which lies with presiding judge and his
secretary. Minutes of the proceedings is maintained in accordance with the rules provided
for in Articles 90-92, 426 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

As it can be seen, criminal proceedings are based not only on legal norms but also
on moral standards. The first and second ones determine nature of procedural relations
of trial participants and serve successful solution of tasks of criminal proceedings.

Consistent conduct of moral principles in criminal proceedings contributes to
comprehensive, complete, objective studying of criminal case circumstances. The law
takes into account the requirements of human morality.

In order to ensure the truth of evidence the most important thing is psychological
restructuring judges' attitude to trial participants. In addition,  to ensure that courts do
not rely on coercive measures of providing fulfillment of procedural obligations of trial
participants but they ensure fully the exercise of their  rights and interests in accordance
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with the law.
It is considered that trial participant who feels that he is alone with criminal world,

who feels unarmed and helpless at threat to his life or threat to his family and property
will immediately begin to deny his true testimonies. If he does not give any incriminating
evidence, then he will simply remain silent about the fact that is known to him.

Therefore, in criminal process factors should be stimulated that create conditions for
trial participant to give true testimony. Giving true testimony is first of all citizens' moral
duty, but this duty will remain a simple declaration if it does not rely on well-thought-
out system for  ensuring personal safety of trial participant.

At the same time motives of false testimony can be falsely understood sense of
friendship,  personal interest of participant in a trial (self-interest,  envy,  jealousy,  etc.),
kindred or  other  good relationships,  desire to avoid burdensome duty of testimony,
fear of discovering one's adverse actions, mutual responsibility, fear of revenge of trial
participant or  his close relatives,  who is interested in outcome of the case,  incitement.

It seems that psychological characteristics of interrogation of various participants in
criminal process consists of a number of additional, consistent and interconnected court
actions aimed at protecting bona fide participant of a trial from unlawful exposure to
persons who are interested in a case in order to refuse giving false evidence by threat of
his personal safety, including members of his family, as well as legitimate impact of
authorized persons considering a criminal case of participant of proceedings who have
negative procedural activity in order to give true testimony in a case.

Based on professional activity of a judge it is necessary to formulate the development
of psychological qualities of heuristic abilities oriented towards development of heuristic
abilities, including the ability to identify information from interrogated persons about
circumstances of a case, including deep attentiveness, observation, insight, inquisitiveness,
perseverance and consistency in achieving goal, as well as ability to get quickly into
psychological contact with interrogated by showing interest in protecting legitimate
interests of this persons, showing specificity and flexibility, reflection, empathy and
self-criticism.

An important condition for  success in working with any trial participant is judge's
ability to assess psychologically correctly the attitude of interrogated person to all other
trial participants and factual data about which he reports taking into account subjective
attitude to the case under consideration.

In this regard, it is possible to distinguish the following main three stages of formation
of participants testimony in legal proceedings.

At initial stage,  trial participant observes and perceives the event,  phenomenon,  facts
of reality, human behavior, etc., which preceded the moment when criminal act was
committed, either observes and perceives the event itself related to commission of
crime or perceives the results of committed crime. Moreover, he may be an eyewitness
of either all these events, or some part of them. We should not forget that interrogated
person can observe and perceive objects of interest to the court, objects related to crime,
as well as situation and conditions under which criminal act was committed. One
interrogated pay attention to the facts themselves, while others - to significance of these
facts. The first is interested in description,  others are interested in explanation of what
they perceived and observed. Value and volume of information perceived by trial
participant depend on his observation and type of perception of reality facts: objective
or subjective.

At the stage of information preservation,  trial participant remembers the events he
perceives,  facts of reality. Criminal act in trial participant minds arouse strong and deep
feeling that can be associated with fear, danger, or other emotions that have negative
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orientation. Emotional state of a person who remembered the event can also have a
positive orientation,  depending on what is an attitude of trial participant to assessment
of criminal act. It should be noted that the longer is the period after committing
criminal offense, the less is amount of information preserved about this crime, unless
trial participant fixed this information in diary,  notes,  etc.

At reproduction stage of information preservation trial participant contacts directly
with a judge and is in psychological conditions when he should recall events, facts of
reality related to commission of crime, identity of accused or victim, etc. A short
duration of period since the day of crime was committed in this case is to the benefit of
a judge because trial participant in these conditions can recall much more useful
information than if consideration of this case began after a long period of time.

Moreover,  procedural and psychological foundations of the work with participants in
legal proceedings for production of their interrogation are:

1) Strict compliance with the requirements of criminal procedural rules governing
the interrogation procedure;

2) Preliminary collection of information about psychological characteristics of trial
participant through involvement of specialist - psychologist for  effective interrogation
by judge;

3) Preliminary collection of procedural and operational and search of information
about case, analysis of materials of criminal case by a judge;

4) Planning for interrogation, including questions to be clarified taking into account
psychological portrait of trial participant and ensuring the necessary conditions for
successful interrogation (taking into account conflict situation and measures to overcome
it using tactical and psychological techniques and evidence available in a case);

5) Effective use of methods of psychological contact (empathy, reflection) in order
to form positive procedural activity at trial participant in the condition of observing four
phases of procedural action;

6)  Verification of interrogation of trial participant by comparing data presented by
him with other evidences of a case based on peculiarities of particular stage of trial;

7)  Skillful and careful use of psychological techniques of interrogation of trial participant
by judge.

It should be noted that it is in trial stage when shortcomings and flaws of inquiry and
preliminary investigation stage are revealed. At the same time, in trial itself, one still has
to face judicial errors, since in practice illegal and unfounded sentences are recorded.
That is why in criminal process there are institutions of appeal, cassation, supervision
and reopening of cases due to newly discovered circumstances.

In this regard, the role of participant in legal proceedings is to contribute to establishment
of objective truth by truthful testimonies. Realization by trial participant of this role will
be a guarantee to ensure his rights and legitimate interests. Regarding to trial participant
who has negative procedural activity, the result of his actions may be perjury or refusal
to testify.

At the same time, judicial practice indicates that requirement of self-incriminating
testimony, imposing on close relatives the obligation to testify infringes significantly
their interests and leads to grave consequences, and on the other hand, affects negatively
the solution of justice tasks.

Conclusion
A person is a subject to interrogation if he has an ability to:
Observe phenomenon, event and fact that is interesting for the court;
Keep in memory, captured information that is interesting for the court;
Spell out correctly phenomena, events, facts stored in memory of interest to the
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court, taking into account the fact that presented information corresponds to reality.
The absence of at least one of these signs prevents the interrogation of a person at any

age (see Articles 81, 95-1 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
The interrogation of criminal proceedings participant shall consist of four  consecutive

interconnected stages: 1) preparatory; 2) legal explanatory; 3) legal implementation;
4) control and certification;

After  familiarizing criminal proceedings participants with procedural rights and
obligations, a judge should also clarify the requirements of Articles 101-106, 119-121 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Uzbekistan;

Before applying tactical technique during interrogation, it is necessary to establish
the level of procedural activity of criminal proceedings participant.
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